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ABSTRACT

A domain of the Higgs boson and t-quark masses m/j, mj is derived by considering the

requirement that the standard model must be consistent in a magnetic field. The restriction emerges

naturally by studying the one-loop effective potential as a function of mn, mt and masses, when

there is no zero-charge in the fields H ~ Ho = M^,/e, are obtained. A bound from below on

scalar particle masses mj[ }t 124 CeV/c 2 , is also determined.
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INTRODUCTION

The search for Higgs bosons and t-quarks of the standard model is certainly one of the

major tasks of present day high energy physics (see [1] and references therein). The discovery of

these particles should be a real testing of the basic principles of the modern physics theory - the

spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism, yielding to acquire rest masses of the W and Z bosons

and fermions without destroying renormalizability [2, 3]. The most essential consequence of this

mechanism is a dependence of vacuum properties on the environment of a system, So various

phase transitions can happen, as was first discussed by Kirzhtnits [4]. As another basic principle,

one should consider the impossibility of the zero-charge situation or "triviality" in a scalar sector,

which inherent in the \ ^ theory [5]. Due to this requirement a number of theoretical restrictions

on the Higgs boson mass mn have been obtained. Some typical values of masses are as follows:

mH < 600 GeV/c2 [6], mH < 200 CeV/c 2 [7], etc.

In our recent paper [8] an upper bound mff < mo 3f 280 GeV/c2 has been obtained by

considering the requirement that the electroweak theory must be consistent in a magnetic field H.

The restriction is due io the most general properties of the W bosons and special vacuum dynamics

in the field.

As was shown in [9], the running electric coupling e2 (H) defined by the one-loop effec-

tive Lagrangian i ( I ) ( H ) , as affected by the W boson vacuum polarization, exhibits the following

behaviour in the limit of H —» Ho = Mwjz:

el(H) == e (1)

where Mw and e are the W boson mass and electric charge, respectively, e2 > 0 is a subtraction

point in H below Ho • The value Ho is the threshold of the appearance of tachvonic mode p2 =

Mw — eH in the W boson spectrum. So the perturbative vacuum with a non-zero scalar field,

(j>c ^ 0, and zero W boson field, Wf = 0 , becomes unstable for H > Ho [10]. This instability

is due to the giromagnetic ratio 7 = 2 inherent in the W bosons. It can be seen from (1) that at

H —» Ho the value of e1 initially increases to infinity, then aXeHi = M^ - E2 exp( -87 r 2 / e 2 )

changes its sign and tends to zero from below. This is just the well—known zero-charge behaviour

or the Landau singularity. The presence of the pole indicates inconsistency in the gauge sector of

the model.

However, the zero-charge may be physically significant in the case of rather heavy Higgs

bosons as it follows from a vacuum dynamics in a magnetic field [8]. Namely, in formula (1) Mw

was considered as being fixed, but, in fact, it should be determined by the effective potential (EP)

V{ <t>e, H) : Mw( H) = p6( H)/2, where g is a weak isospin coupling connected with e by the

relation e = g sin 6w, sin2 6w & 0.22, fi( H) is a global minimum position. Therefore, the zero-

charge should present a real difficulty if and only if it appears in the global minimum of the EP. As

was shown in [8], it is possible if the Higgs boson masses are m# > mo & 280 GeV/c1. For

values of mx < mg the pole is located at non-equilibrium points <£e and so no difficulty arises.



In the present paper we investigate this problem with quarks being included. Actually,
only the t-quark contribution is essential and must be taken into account. Other quarks have much
lesser masses and may be omitted. In Sections 2 and 3 the one-loop EP V(t)(4>c, H) in a constant
magnetic field, affected by the W, Z and Higgs bosons and t-quarks, is calculated and symmetry
behaviour for wide intervals of fields H and masses m; , m\ is studied. As it occurs, properties
of the EP in a magnetic field are strongly dependent on values of mH,mt. Besides, any t-quark
masses are incompatible with the bound value mo • 280 GeV/c1 obtained in the electroweak
theory and it should, inevitably, be diminished. Numerical calculations for a number of realistic mH

and various values of rrn show that only for definite domain of masses the zero-charge is avoided
in a way discussed before. The following tendency was observed: the greater m» permit the lesser
values of mt. An extrapolation of these results to values of mH, m( which are consistent in the
vacuum (at H = 0) gives an approximate bound from below on masses mg which are compatible
with definite fixed mass mt. The bound from below on scalar panicle masses tnn > 124 GeV/c2

is also determined. Section 4 contains the discussion of the obtained results.

CALCULATIONS OF THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL

The EP may be represented in the form.

, H) (2)

where V(o* is the tree potential, the second term is a magnetic field energy density, V^ describes
the one-loop contributions of W, Z and Higgs particle!! and V,(1) gives that of the t-quarks. The
bosonic part Vgl) has been calculated in [8] where the unitary gauge was used and the potential
was measured in units of H$ = (M»r/e)2 : Va(4>c,H) - #o «B( <t>, h, Kw) • The dimensionless
potential VB depends on the dimensionless fields k = HjHo,^> = ^c/6(0), where 6(0) is the tree
potential minimum position, Kw - m%/Mw is the Ginzburg-Landau parameter of the model
The EP VB is determined by the sum of the terms

Kw sin2 Bw f-<t>2 + jj*} + i h2

+ v,e{<t>,Kw) (3)

1

2 cos2 6w
(3o)

+ (h1 - - h\ - 2 h (36)

where a = e2/4ir = 1 /137 and

i:dy

(3c)

(4)

f ' (_l) = ^ — 0.2487, T(y) is the I"-function. Formula (3a) describes the one-loop H-
independent contribution, (3b) and (3c) contain the h~<lependent contribution of the W bosons.
The imaginary part in (3c) is due to the presence of a tachyonic mode, as mentioned in Section 1.
The measuring of the EP in units of H2 enables the energy density of the scalar field to be expressed
directly in terms of Kw-

To fix the EP the following renormalization conditions are imposed [8]:

l (5)

(6)

(7)

They correspond to the renormalization in the tree minimum potential. At H = 0, the particle
masses are expressed through the vacuum value of a scalar field 4>c = 6(0) by the relations |2]:

To write down the 1-quark contribution in the form simitar to the bosonic one, let us use
the well-known fermion one-loop EP [11]:

(8)

where wit - Gt <t>c '
s fermion mass, q is charge. In (8) only the H -dependent part is written down

and the ff-independent one will be included in expression (10).



The integral (8) may be simply calculated using the generalized ^-function method [11]
and the result is as follows,

\

jfj\ -2{qH)zC(-l,mj/2gH)

(9)

where the derivative

C(-l.x)-
de s-0

is connected with In H (x) (4) by the relation

Taking into account the identity

and putting the same dimcnsionless variables $, h as in (3), let us rewrite (9) as follows,

* ' ' ' 3 7T

-4 f t 2

(10)

Here, in order to measure the EP V,(1) in units of H2 a new parameter Kt = m2/Mw is intro-
duced and the quark charge q * f- e is also substituted. The last brackets in (10) contain the
iJ-independent contribution renormalized in accordance with conditions (6) and (7).

3. SYMMETRY BEHAVIOUR AND DOMAIN OF MASSES mH, m,

First, let us consider the EP (3) at H = 0 and determine a domain of mass parameters
Kw, Kt when two general criterions have to be satisfied. These criterions are the possibility of the

spontaneous symmetry breaking and scalar field <j>c j 0 generation and a stability of vacuum in the
limit of 4>c -* oo. The former one means that the vacuum energy density is negative,

0) = 0 , (11)

and a condensation of classical field tpc lowers energy. The second one means that curvature of the
curve is not changed at infinity and so the solution ^ = 1 is unique. These criterions are both
satisfied in the electroweak theory, and besides, the bound from below on the Higgs boson mass
mh > 8 GeV/c1 [12, 13] follows from Eq.( 11).

However, in general, this is not the case if the t-quark contributions are to be taken into
account. Putting <j>2 = 1, h => 0 in formulae (3) and (10), one obtains the expression

Civ sin2 6w 1
xw T T + TT^TTT ~ Ktj • (12)

2 ' Sir ^16 " " ' 2 ' 4cos2flif

Hence it follows that condition (11) may be fulfilled for any Kw due to an arbitrariness of parameter

To check a vacuum stability at <f>2 - t o o let us consider the asymptotic form of
v{ 4?, Kw, Kt) in this limit,

(13)

As can be seen, the EP (13) is a sign-indefinite function of Kw, Ki which becomes negative for
%t > ^ Kw + j + 4 mjV fc, • So in this domain of Kt vacuum is unstable and the theory is
inconsistent. To have a meaningful theory with a stable vacuum the following condition should be
fulfilled:

This is plotted in Fig.l where curve I separates the Kw, MTj-plane in two domains, and all points

below it should be excluded.

Now, we are going to study the EP (3) as a function of <j>2 at various fixed values of
Kw, Kt and h. This can be done numerically. It is convenient to consider the behaviour of the
difference t/ = Re v(4>th,Kw,Kt) - Re v(0,h), which determines the condition for energy
advantage in transition to state ^ = 0 , that is, symmetry restoration. First, let us consider symmetry
behaviour for Kw = 12,(mjj = mo = 280 GeV/c1), which is the upper bound in the electroweak
theory, and various Ktlh in order to clarify whether any quark masses may be comparable with
such massive scalar particles or not. Figs.2 and 3 show the behaviour of v' for Kt = 0.001; 4 ,
which were chosen as bound values through actual calculations, and several values of h. This
interval of Kt is sufficient if one investigates vacuum properties for points in the Kw,Kt ~p\&nt
located below the bound Kw - 12. As can be seen, both the threshold of vacuum instability and
the Landau singularity, located very close to it, appear just in the global minimum of the curves v'



at definite h dependent on Kt. Symmetry behaviour for intermediate values of Kt is the same, so
one can conclude, that in a consistent model the upper bound on inn should be diminished.

Let us consider what will happen when Kw will be decreasing. Figs.4-6 show symmetry
behaviour for Kw = 5 , that corresponds to mg KJ 180 GeV/c*, and Kt = 0.5; 2; 4 (mt «
60 GeV/c2 ,110 GeV/cMeO GeV/c 2 ) . For # , = 0.5 the character of the curves v' looks like
that of for Kw = 12 and so the zero-charge may be physically significant. However, if Kt is
growing further the situation is changing in an essential way. As can be seen from Figs.S and 6 in
the EP a second minimum to the left of the point ^ = h appears, additional to the initial "Higg"
minimum of the curves v'. With the growth of h this "field" minimum becomes comparable in depth
with the former one. Then, if h increases further, the field minimum turns into a global one and
a first order phase transition takes place. In this ground state the W boson condensate is formed
[14], The threshold ft- = h and the Landau singularity are both located at inequilbrium values
of <j>2. The zero-charge situation has no physical consequences, since these values of $• are not
realized by the system. In actual calculations this sort of symmetry behaviour appears at Kt = 1.
Thus, for Kw = 5, m f f s=i 180 GeV/c? the t-quarks with mt £ 80 GeV/c* are compatible with
the consistency requirement in a magnetic field.

For intermediate values of Kw the following tendency has been determined: the greater
values of Kw permit the lesser values of Kt, which are compatible with the consistency require-
ment. The values of Kw. Kt, when the change of symmetry behaviour takes place, approximately
form a segment of straight line beginning in the point Kw = 12, if, = 0 and passing through the
point Kw = 5, Kt = \ in the Kw, if (-plane. Besides, as it also follows from Fig.6, the absence
of the zero-charge in a magnetic field may be determined for values of Kt which are inconsistent
due to the vacuum stability criterion discussed at the beginning of this section. This is not a sur-
prise since in the field h phase transitions, due to vacuum dynamics, takes place at finite values of
ij>2 ~ h. Thus, we have two different consistency requirements to determine a domain of Kw, Kt
which are permissible in the model.

Now, let us do an extrapolation of results obtained and continue the straight line passing
the point Kw ~ 5 , K< = 1 in the Kw, JCi-plane to a crossing with the curve I. Then segments
of the straight line III and curve I describe the bound from below on the Kiggs particle masses
which are consistent at some fixed mass mt. Besides, the point Kw = 2 .4 , Kt = 1.4 where the
crossing takes place determines the absolute bound from below on m^.Tn^'S 124 GeV/c2 , at
m, PS 94 GeVjt?-. The dotted line II in Fig.l shows the absolute upper bound mH £ 280 GeV/c2

obtained in the electroweak theory [8].

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In the approach applied the most general vacuum properties due to the spontaneous break-

ing mechanism have been taken into account and the influence of t-quarks on the vacuum in an

external magnetic field has been investigated. As was systematically proven in Section 3, the con-
sistency requirement and vacuum dynamics in a magnetic field give a good chance to determine a
domain of masses mjf, m( which may be realized in the standard model. It was a surprise that t -
quark mass influences vacuum in the field in such a way that small values of mn should be avoided.
This is due to the fact that, as numerical calculations show, the greater values of mjf are compatible
with the lesser values of mt. The boundary depicted by curves II and II in Fig.l determines below
values of Kw for definite fixed masses m*. It may be used as a guide in an experimental searching
foT scalar particles. The bound from below on the Higgs boson mass mg > 124 GeV/c? obtained
in the present paper is much greater than that of in the electroweak theory [12, 13]. This value is
determined as a crossing of two bounds in the KV, fft-plane and so, in principle, enough laigc
errors are not excluded. Therefore, it can be considered as an estimation.

In conclusion let us stress once again that consistency requirement and vacuum dynamics
in a magnetic field may be considered as an additional constructive principle for non-Abelian gauge
theories with the spontaneous symmetry breaking. It gives a possibility to determine a domain of
heavy particle masses of the model due to their strong coupling with a scalar condensate.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Domain of mass parameters Kw, Kt which are compatible with consistency requirement
in a magnetic field and the vacuum stability criterion. The points below curves I and III
are inconsistent.

Fig.2 Behaviour of v'( $•, h, Kw - 12, Kt = 0.001) as a function of <f>2 for several h.

Fig.3 Behaviour of v'(^2, h, Kw = 12, if, = 4) as a function of 02 for several h.

Fig.4 Behaviour of u'( 4>2, k, Kw = 5, /f, = 0.5) as a function of fy1 for several h.

Fig.5 Behaviour of v'(^2, h, Kw - 5 -Kt = 2) as a function of <(i2 for several h.

Fig.6 Behaviour of v'i^2 ,h,Kw = 5, Jft = 4) as a function of 4>2 for several h.
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